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DeMorais International is a trade-only �rm that was established to share with the design trade a highly curated collection
of distinguished and unique pieces.

 
The mission of DeMorais International is to provide luxury European design to the United States.

The exclusive portfolio of DeMorais brands.

The brands of DeMorais International have been used in several of the most luxurious places around the world.

Brand presence in some of the best publications throughout the world.

A list of events and shows DeMorais International will attend in the upcoming seasons
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ABOUT US

The exclusive portfolio of brands found within DeMorais International are distinctive in their style as they are in their allure. 
The brands we represent are synonymous with design, nobility, craftsmanship, and excellence. DeMorais International 

consists of the following luxury brands: Brabbu, Boca do Lobo, Delightfull, Miyabi Casa, Alex Turco, MyFace, Maison Valenti -
na, Essential Home, Circu and KOKET (Sister Company). These brands are active in the following sectors: 

Furnishings      |      Lighting      |      Soft goods/Textiles      |     Art      |      Accessories 

DeMorais International is a trade-only firm that was established to share with the design trade  
a highly curated collection of distinguished and unique pieces.

To simply state, the logistical and language barriers that are encountered when ordering from overseas 
are avoided; all inquiries, quotes and orders are processed through our o�ces, ensuring 

prompt and detailed attention. However, we are not merely a distributer, but also a consulting company. 

As a �rm, we understand the importance and di�culty that can occur when attempting to 
obtain such premier pieces. 

Therefore, backed by a talented team of product specialists and interior designer we strive to make sure that from 
the moment you fall in love with one of our pieces, it is fashioned and presented in an impeccable 

and timely manner. 

We take the frustration out of the international ordering process, and leave you to simply enjoy the luxurious piece 
you fell in love with in the �rst place. 

Our bespoke studio provides you with the distinctive opportunity to personally collaborate with our product 
designers on every step of the design process to create a unique piece. 

The possibilities are endless and the choice is all yours. 

urnishings      |      Lighting      |      Soft goods/Turnishings      |      Lighting      |      Soft goods/Turnishings      |      Lighting      |      Soft goods/ extiles      |     Textiles      |     T Art      |      Accessories
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MISSION & VALUES

The mission of DeMorais International is to represent extraordinary European Interior Décor brands in the US Design 
Market. The brands we represent are synonymous with tradition, nobility, innovation and luxury craftsmanship. In view 

of our mission to the design trade, six priorites reflect the values shared by members of our company. 

Strive for utter perfection
Provide impeccable and timely service

Never compromise 
Strive to surpass expectations 

Demand product excellence from our brands
Bolster the image of our brands with passionate determination

Devotion to design

Brand Values



DELIGHTFULLDELIGHTFULLDELIGHTFULL

Boca do Lobo celebrates 10 years of passion, evoking sensa

-

tional experiences by creating beautiful pieces which are 
passionately inspired and handcrafted. Their stimulating 
blend of designs from eras past and present puts them at the 
frontier of design as art, with a striking collection of case 
goods, upholstery, lighting and accessories. Boca do Lobo 
furniture is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of 
belonging and a state of mind.

Alex Turco’s collection is a perfectly balanced mix of beauti

-

ful photography and multimedia graphics. His revolutionary 
art panels are multifaceted in their use from a statement 
entrance wall to a stylish shower scene and more. Coupled 
with hand processed materials, Alex's work is an artistic 
breakthrough bringing to life an elegant art form. 
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BRANDS

BRABBU’s innovative brand approach produces collections 
that tell stories from nature and the world through design. 
Their design forces re�ect an intense way of living, bringing 
�erceness, strength and power into an urban lifestyle with a 
diverse range of casegoods, upholstery, lighting, rugs, art 
and accessories. 

ALEX TURCO

Lobo celebrates 10 years of passion, evoking sensa

ALEX TURCOTURCO

BOCA DO LOBOBOBOCA DO LOBOCA DO LOBOC

BRABBU

�erceness,
diverse
and accessories. 

A collection built for children to dream their own dreams 
and give them space to live their fantasies, Circu embod

-

ies the imagination of children through a magical world 
of furniture with beds, armchairs, lighting and rugs.

CIRCUCIRCU

Known for their unique vintage lighting, DelightFULL has 
expanded its vintage masterpieces to include upholstery, 
casegoods, rugs and even bicycles. Their collections re�ect 
design with personality, frame of mind and emotion. Crafted 
by master artisans who channel the vibe of vintage design, 
they share soul and heritage to create a DelightFULL world. 

and present puts them at
a striking collection of

and accessories. Boca do
emotional experience, a sense

BRABBU



Essential Home is the epitome of bohemian retro design. Its 
mid-century modern lines merge important historical referen-
ces the 30´s and 60´s with contemporary in�uences into a 
seamless collection of upholstery and casegoods.

ESSENTIAL HOME

into a

ESSENTIAL HOMEESSENTIAL HOMEESSENTIAL HOMEESSENTIAL HOME
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Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presenta
tions and the notoriously risqué ad campaigns have an 
uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to 
create highly desirable empowering statement pieces. Their 
innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly 
illustrated in the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence collec
tions, composed of dramatic case goods, luscious uphol
stery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which will 
mesmerize with their magical medley of luxurious and exotic 
fabrics and �nishes. 

Representing the soft comforts of home décor, Miyabi Casa 
creates artisan-made accessories and furnishings crafted 
from an extraordinary selection of materials including luxuri
ous furs, leathers, silks and wools. O�ering a wide array of 
throws, pillows, rugs, leather tiles, wall panels and more, 
their products capture the strengths of modern craftsman
ship with the thorough attention to classic design virtues, to 
create an elegantly chic space. 

Myface de�nes itself as an innovative brand and reference in 
the production of high density foam coated pieces with their 
own identity. The foam coated case-goods & upholstery are 
the perfect accents for design professionals to experience a 
new way of designing.

Maison Valentina is the nouveau riche of the portfolio, gaining 
fast success in the luxury bathroom market. Composed of an 
exquisite selection of high-end bathtubs, washbasins, mirrors, 
lighting, and case goods made from the �nest selection of 
materials, these opulent bath pieces are handcrafted by 
artisans connected to contemporary design. With the comfort 
and luxury you desire, Maison Valentina can create the deca
dent bathroom of your dreams. 

MAISON VALENTINA

KOKET

MIYABI CASA

MYFACE
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PROJECTS

Infante Sagres Palace Hotel, Porto, Portugal & Paramount Hotel New York, USA  

Harrods, London UK & La Maison Favart, Paris, France.  Harrods, London UK & La Maison Favart, Paris, France.  
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PROJECTS

Boca do Lobo- Chalet Le Coquelicot, France

KOKET – Private Residence, USA by Bravo Interior Design & 
KOKET – Private Residence, USA by Laura Lee Clark



Other DeMorais International brand projects include: 

New York Palace Hotel, USA
Hotel Da Vinci, Paris, France

Fairmont Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten, Hamburg, Germany 
Alpina Gstaad, Switzerland by HBA London

Prix Fixe in Melbourne, Australia by Fiona Lynch
Le Pain Français, Gothenburg, Sweden by Stylt Trampoli
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PROJECTS

Brabbu - Art Apartment in Barcelona Spain by Recdi8 Studio 

Fifty Shades of Grey set design by Universal Studios, USA set design by Universal Studios, USA Fifty Shades of Grey set design by Universal Studios, USA Fifty Shades of Grey set design by Universal Studios, USA 

Brabbu - Art Apartment in Barcelona Spain by Recdi8 Studio Brabbu - Art Apartment in Barcelona Spain by Recdi8 Studio 
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PRESS COVERAGE
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